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rebecca geldard writing about mhairi vari’s work, extracted from the essay for oyster grit, a group exhibition 
at domobaal in september 2007. 
 
 

*** 
 
  
 
mhairi vari’s brand of eclectic metamorphosis takes physical form through time-intensive diy processes. 
suburban bric-a-brac, tools and natural materials are cut, punctured and adhered for the bigger sculptural 
picture. final product though, seems more about the end point to a vital cumulative process than conceptual 
resolution. vari’s playful approach to the properties of her chosen materials often yields fantastical, 
borderline sinister results. the found and procured elements she brings together enable the evocative 
histories of the objects to imply cultural context, while incongruous textures provide an associative cat flap 
between visceral and cognitive response. familiarity in this case is not a visual decoy but the affirmative treat 
we are rewarded with for negotiating the spiky extremities of her otherworldly manifestations. 
 
 
the componential build of these hybrid forms suggests a need to define the limits of the working process and 
the physical capabilities of the stuff from which they grow. it’s hard not to recoil from a seemingly writhing 
heap of untitled material currently residing in vari’s studio. but this potentially infested form is actually a 
pair of jeans riveted some 35,000 times with plastic consumer label tags. numbers, in terms of defining mass, it 
seems, are key. in an earlier work, ‘shed’, vari partially coated assorted items from someone’s garden sanctuary 
in coloured discs of plasticine (cut from the pre-scaled tubes as bought) transforming the prosaic jumble into 
something resembling an exotic bird. 
 
 
vari’s current project, for this the exhibition, will showcase her paradoxically surgical/production line 
commitment to the making process: for she has personally drilled in the region of 16,000 homes in a large (but 
not monumentally so) branch for a community of flat-headed clout nails. the heads of each have been 
individually painted with many colours of nail polish to give this twisted natural form a contrastingly 
machismoid, yet undeniably feminine facelift. vari may eschew traditional sculptural materials, yet she creates 
entities that reflect the formal considerations of the craft. the scale of this piece is beyond the ornamental 
but small enough for us to feel charmed by, if a little wary, of its serpent-like bulk.  
 
 

*** 
 
 
no matter how quietly shocking or out of their time the works of these eight artists may appear, the apparent 
non-conformity of this group is driven by individual default settings over a collective sense of design. there is 
little evidence of preoccupation with trend or ownership – as if they might be curators of lost thoughts or 
property. the past, the many sources of reference unashamedly acknowledged in these works, offers an 
essential portal between states, a narnian wardrobe of unknown elements that must be negotiated in the 
process of moving forward, a backstitch during the re-hem of a second-hand garment essential to the wending 
linear strength of the hand-sewn whole. 
 
 
 
 
rebecca geldard, london 2007 
 
 
 


